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ON THE EVALUATION OF INFORMATION VALUE AND

AMOUNTS IN VIEW OF DECISION THEORY

By JAE-JOO KI:\!

O. Introduction.

Consider a situation in which it is desired to gain knowledge about the true yalue of
the unknown state of the nature by means of observations. Information concerning the
unknown state of the nature is defined by K. Miyasawa =11]. as a random \'afiable
whose (Objective) probability law is known given any state of the nature which is an
element of a fixed state space S_ Information amount of an information is defined by
[4J. =7J and [8J. as the expected difference between the entropy of the prior distri
bution over S and the entropy of the posterior distribution. If an information becomes
available to a decision maker for solving a specific decision problem, then the informa
tion will be evaluated by its information value which is defined depending on=8-. =11J
and =4J, as the expected difference between the Bayes risk of the prior distribution over
Sand Bayes risk of the posterior distribution. The loss function in the specific decision
problem is at hand. In studying information value, it is true that information cost
should also be taken into consideration. However, in this paper, we shall confine our
study to the gross information value neglecting information cost.

The problems which will be discussed in what follows are:
1. On what conditions can one decide whether or not a certain sequence of observa

tions contains all the information which is needed (for example, to find the true value
of the state or the parameter)?

2. Can the information amount of an information provide any guide post to its
information value by giving a certain lower and upper bounds to it?

3. It is possible to evaluate marginal information value =11~ by giving certain lower
and upper bounds to it?

The main object of this paper is to try to answer the above questions in the case
S= {SIo S2, ... , smJ.

In section 1 we shall discuss the following problem from the point of view of the
question 1. Let be given an infinite sequence {Xn }, (n=1, 2, ...) of observations.

We suppose that the distributions of the random variables depend on a state S, whose
set of possible value is finite. We suppose further that for each fixed value of S the
random variables are not independent in general. We shall consider the amount of infor
mation on S which is still missing after having observed the values X Io X 2, ... , X n and
compare it with the error of the "standard decision" consisting in deciding always in
favor of the hypothesis which has the largest posterior probability. And we give an
upper bound for the amount of missing information. Matsusita DO] evaluated the error
of the "standard decision" by means of "affinity".

'Ve shall evaluate the success rate of the "standard decision" by means of "affinity".
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In section 2 we shall discuss the question 1 by means of the results in section 1-
In section 3 and 4 we shall discuss the question 2 and 3 respectively using the results'

in section 1.
In section 5 we shall show that our results in section 1 cannot be generalized to the

case where the set of possible value of S is infinite.

1. The amount of missing information and the standard decision.
Let (S, S) be a measurable state space, ~ be a prior probability measure on (S, S) .

Let ~ be absolutely continuous with respect to a measure A on (S, S) and let dt;=~

(s)dJ... Then the uncertainty measure H(t;) of the unknown state sES is defined by

(1.1) H(~)=-S~(s)logt;(s)dA.

Specifically, if S= ISh S2, "', sm} and ~= (.; (SI), ~(S2), "', ~(sm))=(';10 ~2, "', em), where ';;~
m

0, 'L:ei=l, then
i=l

(1.2) H(~)=-t.eJog';;.
;=1

Let us denote by X (n) the random n-dimensional vector with coponents (Xh X 2, "', X n).

Let X (n) be a random variable on a measurable space (X (n), X (n)) whose probability
density function f(x(n) Is) given SES with respect to a measure J1. on (X(n),X(n)) is
assumed to be known. We suppose that the random variables X;(i=l, "', n) are not in
dependent in general under the condition S=s; (i=I,"',m) is given. Let fl(x(n)),
h(x(n)), .. · and fm(x(n)) denote the density function for S=Sh S=S2,'" and S=sm,
respectively.

We suppose further that all the distributions in question are absolutely continuous
(this restriction is made only to simplify notations).

Let (A, rJ) be a measurable action space and W(.,.) be a measurable loss function
defined on (S x A, S x rJ). Then we shall say that these elements (S, S), e, (A, rJ) and
W specify a basic decision problem Do and denote it as Do= {S,~, A, W}. If a decision
maker can know the realized value x(n) of X(n), then we shall say an information e
(X (n)) is available to a decision maker for solving a decision problem Do. And then
we shall say that he has a decision problem D=-{Do : e(X(n))}.

It is needless to say that an information e(X(n)) for sES is defined independently or
~ and W. After observing X(n)=x(n), by Bayes' theorem, the posterior probability
law ~(slx(n) is given by

(1.3) e(S!x(n)) =.; (s)f(x (n) Is)/f(x(n)), where f(X(1Z))=S~(s) • f(x(n) Is)dJ...

For simplicity, we shall denote the posterior probability measure given X(n)=x(n) b;y
';(x(n)), wh.en the prior probability measure is t;.

Specifically, if S= ISh S2" ''', sm} and ~= (~b ~2, "', !;m) ESm-l, then
Hx(n))=(Hsllx(n)), ~(s2Ix(n)),"', HSmlx(n)) = (';1 (x(n)), ~2(x(n)),"',
!;m(x(n))) ESm - 1

where Sm-l_{(rbr2,·",rm);r;.?'0, "tr;=I}.
i=l

Then the still remaining uncertainty measure after observing X(n) =x(n) is given
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by H(~(x(n))) and its expected value

(1. 4) }\l(X (n) I~) ==E[H(~ (X (n))) J=S H(~ (x (n)) )f(x (n)) dfJ.xc,,)

is called the amount of missing information after observing e (X (n))
by Renyi [13J, [14J the equivocation of e (X (n) ) .

The information amount I(X(n) l~) which an information e(X(n)) provides is defined
by

0.5) I(X(n) 1~)==H(~)-Al(X(n)I~).

It is well known that H(~) and M(X(n) I~) are concave function of ~c::Sm-Iand ,;
(x(n))c::Sm-1 respectively, and thatI(X(n) 1~);>0 [4].

Let us introduce the following decision rule. The most natural decision after having
observed X (n) =x (n) is essentially same as the reasoning applied in the case S= (SI,

S2}, the case of two simple hypotheses [14].
It states that Sj,S2, "'or Sm is accepted according as ,;JI(x(n)), ~2f2(x(n)), .. • or ~mfm

(x(n)) is the greatest, as the greatest posterior probability, and if ~Jl(x(n))=~2f2

(x(n))='''=';mfm(x(n)), one makes a random choice among Sj,S2,'" orsmwith proba
bilities ~j, 6,'" or ~m, respectively. we shall call this the standard decision. Let us
define random variable I1>n=rJJ (X (n)) as follows:
(1. 6) I1>n=S, if the standard decision means acceptance of Si'

We adopt the common convention of defining W(S,I1>,,) such that W=o when the
correct decision is made, and W=l otherwise. The error of the standard decision after
taking n observations is defined as the probability of the standard decision being false.
We have clearly

e,,=Pr(rJJ,,=I=S) =$I[Pr(l1>n=s21 S-SI) +Pr (11),, =S3 IS=SI) +... +Pr (rJJ,,=Sm IS=SI) ]
(1. 7)

+~m[Pr (rJJ n=sll S=Sm) +Pr (rJJ n=S2 IS=Sm) +... + Pr (I1>n=Sm-l IS=sm)].
In a decision problem, if D is available to a decision maker, then we devide the

sample space into the disjoint acceptance regions, X (j), X (2), ... and X (m) such that I1>n
=Sj is accepted when x(n) c::X Cj) , j=1,2,·",m.

With this specification we have

e"={~I[S fl(x(n))dfJ.+S fl(x(n))dfJ.+· .. +5 fl(x(n))dfJ.]
X(2) XO) X(m)

(1.8) +~/LS f2 (x(n))dfJ. +S f2(x(n))dfJ.+"·+S f2(x(n))dfJ.]
X(1) X(3) xc",)

+ ..

+~JS fm(x(n))dfJ.+S fm(x(n))dfJ.+"·+S fm(x(n))dJ.lJ~}
'- XCI) X(2) XCrn-1)

where

(1 9) X -{ ( ) . fl(x(n)) ::? ~2
• (J)- x n . f2(x(n)) ~~'

(1 10) X -{ ( )) . f2(x(n)) > ~I
• (2)- X n . fl(x(n)) e;-'

.2.nd
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(1.11) X(m)={x(n) : fm(x(n» >S1-, ,and fm(x(n» > ~m-l}.
fl(x(n» ~m fm-l(x(n» ~m

The equations (1. 9), (1.10) and (1.11) correspond to

(1.12) X ={x(n)' n . fl(x(n» 21 Si. fl(x(n» 21 ...and5L. fl(x(n» 2I}
CD • ~2 f2(x(n» ~ , e3 f3(x(n»:/'" em fm(x(n» ~ ,.

(1.13) X ={x(n)' SL. fl(x(n» <1 5£. f2(x(n» 21 "'and~. f2(x(n» 2 1}
(2) • ~2 f2(x(n» , e3 f3(x(n»:/'" em fm(x(n» ~ ,.

and

(1 14) X ={x(n)·.1L. fl(x(n»·<l Si- . f2(x(n» <1 "'and~m-l . fm=-l(~(n»
- (m) • em fm(x(n» , em fm(x(n»' ~m fm(x(n»

<I}.
Matusita [IoJ evaluated en by means of "affinity".
The "affinity" is defined as follows.' Let F h F2, "', Fm be distributions defined in the

same space (X(n), X(n» with measure p. (Lebesque or counting or mixed), and let f1
(x(n», f2(x(n», "', fm(x(n» be respectively their density functions with respect to
p. Then, we call the quantity

(1.15) Pm(Fh F2, "', Fm)=S (fl(x(n»"'fm(x(n»)*dp
. X(n)

the affinity of F h F2, "', Fm.
Hinted by [9J and [10J, we shall evaluate the success rate (jJn which is defined as.

follows:

(1.16) <f>n=S erfl (x(n) )dJ1.+S ~d2(x(n) )dP+"'+S ~mfm(x(n) )dp.
X(D X (2) X(m)

THEOREM 1.1. Under the decision rule (/)n, the success rate <f>n is hounded from above:
by

(1.17) 1- (m-I)ele2 ...em Pm
m

(F1;;:'2\"" Fm)

and from below by l.m

Proof. We can easily know that Pn=l-en- By [10J, en is bounded from below by

(1.18) (m-I)ele2"'~m Pmm(Fh~2,;··,Fm) .
m

Since the quantity of (1.18) is nonnegative [9J, we have

(1.19) Pn~1-(m-l)el';2-..em Pmm(Fh!~ "', Fm)
m

On the other hand, we have

(m-I)J ~rfl(x(n))dp~J (~zf2(x(n» +~3f3(x(n» +"'+~mfm(x(n)»dp
X (I) X(D

(1.20) .

(m-I)S ~mfm(x(n»dp.~f (erfl(x(n» +~d2(x(n» +"'+~m-dm-l(x(n»)dJ.l_
X(m) X(m)
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The sum of right hand side of (1. 20) is not greater than the sum of left hand side:
of (1.20). Therefore, we have

(1. 21) (m-1)~";;?:e,,,

By qJ,,=1-en, we obtain ~,,;;?:~.

THEOREM 1. 2. One has
(1.22) e,,~E[H2(NX(n)))J=M2(X(n) I.;)
where the subscript 2 on H 2 stands for "logarithm with base 2".

Here and in what follows log always denotelOl logarithm with base 2.

Proof. For simplicity, we shall denote fl(x(n)), f2(x(n)), ···,fm(x(n)) andf(x(n)}
as follows:

(1.23) fl=fl(x(n)), f2=f2(x(n)) , ..., fm=fm(x(n)) and f-f(x(n))=';I!I+';d2+··~

+';mfm.
One has clearly

E[H(';(X(n)) )J=f H(';(x(n))) (';I!1+';d2+···+';mfm)dp.
XCn)

(1. 24) =';IS H(';(x(n)) )fldP.+';2f H(';(x(n)) )f'lfip.XC,,) XC,,)

+···+~mS H(~(x(n)))fmdp..
XCn)

By the definition of H( .), the r. h. s. term in (1. 24) is

~lf [~I!l log(1+ ~d2 + ';31s +...+ ~mfm )
XC,,) I:lJi ~I!1 ';I!l ~I!l

i=l

(1. 25)

(1. 26)

By (1.12), (1.13)
following (1. 27),

+ .
+ Smfm log(l+ ~I!1 + ~d2 +...+ ~m-I!m-l )JfldP.

I:,';i!i ,~mfm ~mfm ~mfmj
i=l

+~2f [*Jf~p.+···+~mf [*]fmdp.XC,,) XC,,)

=';If fllog(l+ .;212 + t;sfs + ...+ ';mfm )dp.
XCn) f;I!1 ~I!1 ~I!1

+~2f f2log(1 + ~dl + ~sfs +...+ ~mfm )dp.
XC,,) ~d2 ~d2 ~d2

+ .
+~mf fmIOg(1+ ';dl + ~d2 +...+ ~m-dm-l )dp..

XC,,) ';mfm ~mfm ';mfm
and (1.14), each terms in (1.26) is not less than each term in the

*The notation [*] denote the first term in [ ] of (1. 25)
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{.;'1 [SX(2/1dJl+ SX(:/1dJl+"'+SX<m/1dJl]

>(1.27) +.;'2U f2dJl+J f2dJl+ ...+J f#Jl~xm X (3) X <m) J

+···+.;'",UXU/",dJl+SX(2/",dJl+"'+SX(",_nf",dJl] }=en•

Thus the theorem is proved.

REMARK 1.1. Theorem 1. 2 also holds when the random variables X i (i=l, "', n) are
independent under the condition that S=siCi=I, 2, "', m) is given.

REMARK1. 2. Renyi's theorem 3 in [I3J is special case of our theorem 1. 2 where
Xi(i=I, "', n) are independent and identically distributed under the condition S=si(i=
1, 2) is given.

THEOREM 1. 3 Let us write

(1. 28) ),ij=S vfi(x(n) )fj(x(n)) dJl for i=l=j=I, 2, "',X(n)
,then the following inequality holds:

(1.29)

·where

(1. 30)

O:::;;;E[H(~(X(n)))J:::;;;Ct V~i • ~j),ij
i*i-l

{1.33)

(1.32)

.and

(1. 31) h(x)=-xlogx-(I-x)log(I-x) for O<x<I, h(O)=h(I)=O.

Proof· Since f=.;'I!1+.;'2!2+"·+.;'mf", by (1.23), we have

E[H(.;'(X(n)) )J=J H(.;'(x(n))) (.;'I!1+···+';",fm)dJlX(n)

=.;'1S H(';(x(n))) f1dJl+';2 J H(.;(x(n))) f#Jl+'"X(n) X(n)

+.;'",S H(t;(x(n)))f",dJl.X(n)

By the grouping axiom of entropy [3J, the first r. h. s. term in (1. 32) is

';1 J H(.;' (x(n)) )f1dP,X(n)

=~1S rH(~1(x(n)) +~2(x(n)) +"'+~"'-1(x(n)), .;'",(x(n)))
X(n)~

+C~Mx(n)))H( ...;'l(x(n)) , ..~i(x(n)) ,"', !"'1-1(x(n)) )
-1 I:;.;'i(x(n)) I:;~i(x(n)) I:;~1(x(n))

i=l i=1 £=1

+.;'" (xn)) H(I)Jf 1dJl

=eSx(n,[H(%:::~1(x(n)), ~",(x(n)) )Jf1dP,
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'(1.34) +';1j ~ (~IMx(n») H( m';f(x(n», !2~x(n» , ..., m';n;-1(x(n»)J .
XCn)~ ,~1 ~';i(x(n» Ui(x(n» L:';1(x(n» f1dtt

J.=l i=1 ;=1
m-I

.Since L:';i(x(n»~I, the r.h.s. terms in (1.34) are not greater than the following:
i=1

(1.35) ';1fxcnJH(~t(x(n», ';m(x(n»)]11dtt

+';1j [H( m~\(x(n», !3
1
(x(n» , ..., ~ml-1 (x(n» ) ] f 1dtt.

XCn) L:Mx(n» L:';i(x(n» L:Mx(n»
i=1 i=1 i=1

From the definition of C it follows that

H('%J.~i(x(n», ';m(x(n» )~C[';m(x(n»i

=C( ~mfm )l~C(~)l (~)i.
L:';;fi ';1 11
;=1

, ...,';2(x(n) )
, m 2

L:Mx(n»
;=1

.(1. 37)

.And again by the grouping axiom of entropy, we have the following:

H ( m~} (x(n» , m';:(x(n» , "', ~ml-1(x(n» )
L:Mx(n», L:';i(x(n» , L;';i(x(n»
i=1 i=1 i=1

m-2

=H( tjMx(n» ';m-1(x(n»)

t~;(x(n»' ~~i(x(n»
i=1 ;=1
m-2

+L;( ~:i(x(n» )H( m';:(x(n»

L;Mx(n» L;';;(x(n»
£=1 ;=1

+ ~m;1(X(n» H(I).
L:Mx(n»
£=1

m-2

L:';i(X(n) )
:Since ~-11 ~I and H(I) =0, the r. h. s. in (1. 37) is not greater than the follow-

L;.;;(x(n»
;=1

ing:

(1. 38)

:From the definition of C, it also follows that
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(1. 39)
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<,C ( ~~;1 )i (fX1 )t.
Proceeding this process succesively, then'" it follows that

(1.40) elf H(t;(x(n)))f1dp<,cE1/1;1·ejf 1/f1·fjdp
X(n) j-2 X(n)

By a similar method, it follows that

(1. 41) 1;2{ H(I;(x(n)) )f2dp<,C 1/~1 ·';2A12+ ct1/1;2·';jA2j
X~) ~3

and

(1. 42)

Thus we have

E[H(t;(X(n)) )J<,ct 1/';;-';);j.
'*J=1

The proof of the lower inequality of the theorem follows from the theorem 1. 2. This

proves the theorem.

COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose that the random variables X;(i=I,2, •• ', n) are independent
under the condition S=s;(i=I, 2, "'m) is given. Let us write

(1. 43) AI'?= L:1/fi(xr)fj (xr)dxr for r=I,2, •. ', n and i*j=l, 2, "', m.

Then the following inequality holds:

(1. 44) O:(;E[H(~(X(n)))] <'9Ei';i·I;j£tW
Where C is defined by (1.30).

REMARK 1. 3. The inequalities of (1. 44) is extension of Renyi's result [14J:

(1. 45) O<,E[[H(';(X(n))) ]<,2C 1/e1·';;~A~'i

The inequalities in (1. 45) are special case of m=2 in (1. 44).

Proof of corollary 2. 1. Under the hypotheses we have

(1.46) *Aii=:f!J_: 1/fi(xr)dxr=;.kAI'/

where Aij is defined by (1. 28). From (1. 46) and (1. 29), we have (1.44).

REMARK 1.4. Suppose that the random variables X i (i=I, 2, "., n) are independent and.
identically distributed under the condition S=si(i=l• ..., m) is given. Let us write
(1. 47) AW=AI~)=···=Alj)=,8ij

Then from (1. 44), we have

*By Schwarz inequality, we have O~Aij~l.
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(1. 48) O~E[H(e(X(n» n,;;;;cf; ';~i·~j(f3ij)n.
i"4=j=l

If O~f3ij<1 for all i and j, then the relation (1. 48) shows how fast the equivocation
E[H(';(X(n»)] of an information e(X(n» approaches to zero as n increases, irrespec·
tive of what a prior probability law is. We discuss this point in detail in the next
section.

2. A criterion for obtainining full information.

In this section we shall suppose that for each fixed value of S the random variables
Xi, (i=I, 2, ... ) are independent, but in general do not have the same distribution.

Let us denote by X(n) the random n-dimensional vector with components (XI, X 2, "',

X n). Let In denote the amount of information contained in e(X(n» concerning S.
Then we have
(2.1) In=H(';)-E[H(~(X(n»)]

where H(~) is defined by (1. 2).
It is easy to see that In is nondecreasing for n=l, 2, ... and In~H(e). Thus lim In=I*

11--+"1""00

always exists. If I*=H(e) we shall say that the sequence of observations {Xi} (i=I,
2, ... ) gives us full information on S, whereas in the case I*<H(~) we shall say that
the observations {Xi}' (i=I, 2, ... ) do not give full information on S. Renyi [l4] in
troduced a criterion for obtaining full information

THErlRE:\1 2.1. If Ai:?>o for r=l, 2, ... where

(2.2) Ai'?=f_: .,If1 (xr )f2(xr )dx"

then the sequence of observations Xi, (i = 1,2, ... ) contains full information on S if and
only if the series

(2.3)

is diz'ergent.

RE:\lARK 2.1. For each fixed value of S if the random variables Xi (i=1, 2, ... ) are not
independent, then author can not give any criterion for obtaining full information.

For generalization of Theorem 2.1 to the case S= ISh S2, "', Sm} we get the following
Lemma 2.1.

LE:\I~IA 2. 1. One has

(2. 4) DA}j)~(en) I .;~+ .,If.; for all i and j, U1=j=1, 2, "', m)
r~l .,It;i . ej

where Ai;' and en is defined by (1. 43) and (1. 8) respectively.

RE:\IARK 2.2. This lemma also holds in the case of fixed value of S where the random:
variables X i(i=1, 2, "', n) are not independent.

Proof of lemma 2. 1. Clearly,

(2.5) DAi~?=S vfi(x(n»fj(x(n» dx(n) for i1=j=1,2,''',m
r~l XCn)
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-where X(n) is the n-dimensional Et!clidian space and dx(n) stands for dXh dX2, "', dxn •

Let us denote again by Xm the subset of X(n) on which ifJ,,=s; and put Xm=X(n)
X m. Taking into account f;(x(n» is a density function, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
-gives

(2.6)

-and

(2.7)

:Since

(2.8)

we have

(2.9)

Ix vf;(x(n) )fj(x(n) )dx(n):« fx fj(x(n) )dx(n»)1
(~ \J (~

Ix _vf;(x(n»fj(x(n»dx(n):«CX- f;(x(n»dx(n») '.w \J m

;n ~I fj(x(n»dx(n) and ~n ~f- f;(x(n»dx(n).
~ xm ~; xm

-Therefore, we have

(2.10) S vfi(x(n»fj(x(n»dx(n):< (~)i+ (~) 1 - (cn)H v[;+ vfj)
XCn) t;j t;; Vt;; • t;j

-This proves Lemma.

THEOREM 2.2. If .i!W>O for r=l, 2, ... and j>i=l, "', m where Al}) is defined by
(1.43), the sequence of observations X;(i=1, 2, ...) contains full information on S if

.and only if

(2.11)
00

'E(l-A~~?) U>i=l, 2, '.', m)
r=l

·are divergent for all i and j.

Proof. Since l-x:<e-x, if the series f;(l-A;:?) are divergent for all i and j, one
r-l

has limnA\j)=O for all i and j. And by corollary 2.1 itfollows that 1im I,,=H(t;) for
n-ooor=l ,,-00

.all i and j U>i=l, "', m). This proves the "if" part of the theorem. On the other
hand, using the inequality 1-x~e-Cx/l-x), (O:<x:<l) , we obtain

(2.12)

00

Now if EO-Al}) is convergent for some :fixed i and j, then Htn A)j)=l for some nx-
r=l r.......co

·00 i and j, and since by assumption Alj»O for r=1,2, ••• and j>i=l, 2, "', m it follows

that sequence {Al})} (r=l.2, ...) has a positive lower bound for some:fixed i and j, Alj)~

fl>O for r=1,2, .•.. It follows that the series f;( Cl~Ai?) /AW)is also convergent for some
r=l
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fixed i and j. By Lemma 2.1 this implies Cn has a positive lower bound. Therefore by
theorem 1. 2 the sequence H(t;) -[n has a positive lower bound too. This proves the
"only if" part of the theorem 2.2.

REMARK 2.3. In view of the theorem 2. 1 and theorem 2. 2, we have the following
result; if the numbers of components of the state space S increase, then the obtaining of
full information on S is relatively difficult. This coincides with one's intuitive sense.

THEOREM 2.3. A sequem:e of statistics T,,=tn (Xl> X2, •••, Xn) converging in probability
to the true value of the parameter (real valued) can exist only if the sequem:e {Xi}
U=I, 2, ... ) contains full information with respect to s, that is, if lim I,,=H(t;) holds.

ilI_+oo

Conversely if lim In=H(e) holds, there exists a sequence of statistics T n which converges
1'1_+00

with probability 1 to s.

Proof. If lim P( ITn-s I>f) =0 for every f>O, then we construct the following de-._00
cision function:

if Itn-s1 1<lt.-sj! where j=2, ..., m accept SI;

if Itn-s21<lt.-sjl wherej=I,3,···,m accept S2;

(2.13)
if It.-s",I<lt.-sj! where j=I,2, , m-I accept s".;

if Itn-Sil = It.=sjl where i=f=j=l, , m choose at random

between Si and Sj with probability ei and t;j.

Let us suppose that Si>Sj, j=2, ..., m. Clearly,

(2.14) P( ITn-sj I<I T n-s1 11 s=sl)=PCTn:::;::Csj+SI) /2Is=sl)

and thus by assumption,

Let us suppose that SI<Sj, j=2, ...• m. Clearly,

(2.15) P( ITn-sj!< IT.-Sllls=SI)=P(Tn>(SI+Sj)/2Is=SI),

and thus by assumption,

(2.16) ~~~ P(ITn-sjl<ITn-sIi/s=SI)=O.

Similary,

(2.17)

By the same method, we have the followings:
I

(2.18) lim P(ITn-Sjl<ITn-S21Is=S2)=O, wherej=I,3,···,m~
.-8

(2.19) ~~~ P(\T.-s2 [<ITn-Sj l!s=sj, j=I,3,···,m)=O,
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lim P(I T,,-sj!<1 T,,-smIIS=Sm)=O, where j=l, 2, ..., m-I,
n-ooo

-and

(2.21) lim P(IT,,-smlS:IT,,-sjl!s=sj, j=I,2,···,m-l)=0.,,->«>

The sum of all terms of (2.16), (2.17), (2.18), (2.19), (2.20) and (2.21) is equal
to the error of the decision for n--->=. Thus the error of the standard decision tends
to zero which implies by theorem 1.2 and lemma 2.1 that lim I,,=H(~). This proves

"....00
the "only if" part of theorem 2.3. Conversely, if lim In=H(t;) holds and Sh S2, ···and Sm

"....00
00

~re distinct real numbers, let us choose a sequence nr such that the series I:;s"r is con-
r-l

vergent. Then by the Borel-eantelli lemma [6J the standard decision ,p"r -tends with
probability 1 to s. More exactly, ,p"r=S for all but a finite numbers of value of r. Now
if we put T"=,p,,r> for nr<n<nr+h then the sequence of statistics T,,=t,,(Xh X 2, "., X,,)
tends with probability 1 to s, which implies our theorem.

3. Evaluation of information value.

In this section, for one information, we shall study if its information amount could
give some guide post to its information value.

We shall study in the case of S= {Sh S2, "', sm} and A= fah a2, "', a",}. Then without
loss of generality, the loss matrix can be assumed to be given by Diagram I:

al a2

SI I 0 W 12

S2 W 21 0

:I
I

Sm Wml Wm2 •

Wm- lm

Wmm - l 0

Diagram I.

Let t;= et;h t;2, '.', !;m) be the prior probability law on Sand Do= {S, t;, A, W} be a basic
-decision problem.
Let e(X(n) be an information for sES defined by a random variable X(n) on (X(n),
X(n» whose probability density function given S=Si with respect to a measure. f.l on
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(X(n). X(n» is f;(x(n». i=1.2• ...• m.
Now being given the above basic decision problem Do= {S.';:. A. W}, we shall cons

truct a modified. so to speak. a decision oriented prior probability law 7)= (7)10 7)2•••• , 7)m)
<>0 S as follows:

(3.2)

where

(3.3)

The information value V (X(n) I';:. W) of e(X(n» for Do is defined as follows:

(3.4)

where

(3.5)

and

(3.6)

V(X(n) I.;:. W)=R(Do)-R(D),

R(Do)=Ro(';: IW) =infW(s, a)d~(s)
.EA

R(D)=R(X(n) I';:, W)=E[Ro(';:(X(n» IW)J.

R(Do) and R(D) are concave functions of ';:ESm - 1 and ';:(.x(n»ESm - 1 respectively whi
ch depend on W [5]. Then the value V(X(n) le, W) of e(X(n» for Do can be evalu
ated by the following:

THEOREM 3. 1.

(3.7) R(Do)-WM(X(n) 17)<V(X(n) I';:, W)<R(Do)- __[U:M2(X~n)17}~ J2
C2 .~ ( v7}j + V1jj)

**)=1

where M(X(n)/7}) is the equivocation of e(X(n» defined by (1.4) under the assumption
that the prior probability law on S is not the given .;: but the modified 1j by (3.2) and
(3.3), and C is a constant defined by (1.30).

REMARK 3.1. Since the information amount of e(X{n» under the assumption that
the prior probability law on S is 1j is given by I(X(n) !1j)=H(7})-M(X(n) \7}), it is
clear that the inequalities of theorem 3.1 could be expressed in terms of a modified in
formation amount I(X(n) 11j).

REMARK 3.2. If the prior probability law .;: on S is objectively agreed upon in Do,
then we feel uneasy with theorem 3. 1, because of the reason that the hounds to V (X
(n) I';:, W) given by the theorem 3.1 are expressed in terms of a modified information
amount I(X(n) !7}) of e(X(n» but not in terms of the information amount I(X(n) \.;:).
This point is relieved in Miyasawa [l1J on the simple case;

(3.8)
al a2

S= {Slo S2}, A= {ah a2} and loss matrix: SIT WI
S2 'W2 0
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REMARK 3. 3. In spite of remark 3. 2 the theorem 3. 1 gives the following result. For
each fixed value of S if the random variables 'Xi (i=l, 2, "', n)are independent, then by'
corollary 2. 1, we have

(3.9) M(X(n) 17)~Cf; V7)i"7)jll'AI'/.
i=!=j=l r=l

Then from theorem 3.1 and (3.9), we have

(

m _n )2
W L: v1)i'1)j II'A1'/

i=t=j=! r=l

ii;l (V1)i + v1ii)J

By the theorem 2.2 and (3.10). we know that if 'AW>O for r=l, 2•... and J>i=1,2,

"', m, and t(l-AI}') U>i=l, 2. ''', m) are divergent for all i and j, then we have-
r=1

that the value V (X(n) I';. W) of an information e(X(n» approaches to its maximum
possible value R(Do) as n increases, irrespective of what a modified prior 7) is.

REMARK 3.4. For each :fixed value of S if the random variables Xi (i=1, 2. "', n) are
independent and identically distributed, then by remark 1. 4, we have

(3.11) M(X(n) I1)~ci; V1)i'1)j({3U)n,
i*j=l

where O~fJij<l, assuming fi(X)·~'fh(x) for all i and j(j>i=1, 2, ''', m) with respect
to ft. Then from theorem 3.1 and (3.11), we have

(3.12)

Since OQij<l for all i and j, the relation (3.12) shows how fast the value v(X(n) I';,
W) of an information e(X(n» approaches to its maximum possible value R(Do) as the
sample size n increases. irrespective of what a modified prior probability law 1) is.

Proof of the theorem 3.1. The Bayes risks R(Do) and R(D) in the decision pro
blems Do and D= {Do; e(X(n»} are given by

(3.13) R(Do) =Wmin(1}h W". i)m)

and

(3.14) R(D)=WS min(7)t!l(x(n». 1)d2(x(n» • .... 7)mf",(x(n»)dftxc.)

resPl'Ctively. Here let us define

(3. l!» reDo) =.R(Do)lW, reD) =.R(D) / W

and follow the same reasoning as in Miyasawa Cll].
Let the marginal probability law of X(n) under the assumption that the prior pro

bability law on S is a modified 1)= (7)1> 7)& ''', 1Jm) be

(3.16) g(x(n» =1jt!1(x(n» +1)d2(x(n» +...+1)",f",(x(n».
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Then the posterior probability of Si after observing X(n) =x(n) is given by

(3.17) 7)i(x(n» = 7)Ji (x (n» / g(x(n», i=l, 2, "', m.

From (3.14), (3.15) and (3.17), ~e have

(3.18) reD) =J g(x(n) )min(7)1 (x(n», 7)2(x(n) ), "', TJm (x (n) ) )dJ1..X(n)

Define a division of the sample space X(n) by

Xm={x(n) : TJ1(x(n)}<7)2(x(n», 71I(x(n»<TJ3(x(n», ... and

TJl (x(n) )<TJm (x(n»}

(3.19) X(2)={x(n): TJ2(x(n»<7Jl (x(n», 7J2(x(n»<7J3(x(n»,'" and

712(x(n) ) <TJm(x (n) )}

X<m)={x(n) : TJn(x(n»<7Jl(x(n», 7Jm(x(n»<7)2(x(n» , .•. and

7Jm(x(n» <7)m-l (x(n»}.

Then from (3.18) and (3. 19), ~e have

(3.20) r(D)=7J1S fl(x(n»dJ1.+TJ/ f2(x(n»dJ1.+···+7)mS fm(x(n»dJ1..
X<IJ JX(2) X <m)

On the other hand, under the assumption that the prior probability la~ on S is TJ...

the equivocation M(X(n) \7) of e(~(n» is given by

M(X(n) 17)=E[H(7)(X(n»]

(3.21) = 1J11 fl (x(n» H(1)(x(n» ) dJ1.+ 1)2j f2(x(n) ) H(7}(x (n) ) )dJ1.
xw xw

+"'+1J} fm(x(n»H(1J(x(n»)dJ1..
JX(n)

Calculating the right hand side of (3. 21), ~e have

M(X(n) 11J)=7}IS fl(x(n» log (1( » dfl+7}/ f2(x(n» log (1( » dfl
X(n) TJl x n JX(n) 7}2 x n

(3.22) +"'+7}} fm(x(n»log (\ » dfl·JX(n) 7}m x n

Now since 1/7)i(x(n»~1 (i=1,2,"',m)for all x(n)EX(n), from (3.22), we have.

M(X(n) r7)~7)IS fl(x(n» log-(L-(» dfl+1J/ f2(x(n» log (1( » dfJ.-xm 7)1 x n JX(2) 7}2 x n

+"'+7)} fm(x(n»log (\ » dJ1.Jx<m) 7)m x n

=7J1S fl(x(n»log(l+ 7)2 f 2 (x_(1!lL+ ...+ 7)mf1~Jx(n)L)dfl
xm 7)I!I(x(n» 7)Ifl(x(n»
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+7Jmf fmEx(n»log (1+ 7Jdl(x(n» +...+ 7Jm-dm-l(x(n» dJ.l.
xCm) 7Jmfm(x (n» 7Jmfm(x(n»

From the definitions of Xcv, X(2), ••. and X Cm ) given by (3.19). we have 7J2f2 (x (n»
/7Jdl(x(n»~1 for x(n) EXm, 7Jdl(x(n»/7Jd2(x(n»>1 for x(n) EX(2), ••. and 7Jdl
(x(n»)/7Jmfm(x(n»>1 for x(n) EXCm). Therefore from (3.23) we have

(3.24) M(X(n) 17J»7J/ fl(x(n)dJ.l+7J/ f2(x(n))dJ.l+"'+7J) fm(x(n))dJ.l.Jxm JX(2) JXCm)

Accordingly, from (3.20) and (3.24), we have

(3.25)

Since

(3.26) V (X(n) I~, W)=R(Do)-R(D),

therefore from (3. 15), (3. 25) and (3. 26), we have the lower inequality of (3. 7).
Again by the same reasoning as in theorem 1. 3 and lemma 2.1, we can show that

{3.27)

Therefore, from (3. 26) and (3. 27), we have upper inequality of (3. 7). Thus the the
<orem is proved.

4. Evaluaion of marginal imormation values.

In this section we evaluate the increment of information value which results from ~d

-clition of one more observation to a given information, i. e. , the marginal information
value for the case of S= ISh •••• Sm} and A= {ab "', am}. Without loss of generality, the
loss matrix can be assumed to be given by Diagram I in section 3. Hereafter we shall
assume that the loss function W is bounded by K, i. e. ,

O~W(s,a)~K, for all sES and aEA.

Now let us assume that the probability measure Ps. SES, on (X~ X) which specifies
the random variable X of the information e(X) has a density function f(xls) with re
-spect to a measure fJ. on (X, X). Let Xr. "', X n, X n+1 be the random variables which,
given SES, are distributed independently and identically with X. Then we shall call
an information e(X(n)) which is defined by these random variables X'(n) = (Xh "', X n)

,a sample information of size n generated from X.
Given sES, the probability density function of X(n) on (X(n) , X(n)) is given by
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(4.2) f(x(n) Is) =f(XI Is)···f(x1l Is)

where X(n)=X· .... X and X(n)=X· .... X (both multiplies n times X or X).Simi
lary, letting e (X (n + 1» be a sample information of size (n+ 1) generated from X, on

(X(n+ 1), X(n+ 1», its density function, given SES, is given by

(4.3) f(x(n+l) Is)=f(x(li) Is)f(x1l+1Is).

We shall consider the decision problems D 1I and D 1I+1 which are defined by D1I={Do ;
.e(X(n»} and D 1I+1={Do ; e(X(n+l»} respectively. Thus if we can evaluate the marg
inal information amount I(X(n+l) I~)-!(X(n)1~)=M(X(n)1~)-M(X(n+l)I~), then
we can evaluate the marginal information value V (X(n+ 1) I~, W) - V (X(n) I~, W) =
R(D1I)-R(Dn+1) by means of the result [1J,[2J and [l1J:

THEOREM 4. 1.
I I

(4.4) 0~R(D1I)-R(D1I+1)~[2KR(D1I)Jz[I(X(n+l)I~) -!(X(n) I~)J '.
THEOREM 4.2. Let the state space be S= {SI. .'., sm} and the prior probability law on

.s be ~= (~I. ~2, • '., ~m)>0 and the basic decision problem Do be given by Do= {S, ~, A,
W}, where O~W(s,a)<K for all sES and aEA. Let X be a random variable on
(X, X) whose prol:a':Jility density function, given S=Si is fi(X) with respect to a measure.

j.t on (X, X), i=I,2, "., m. Hereafter the following condition is assumed:

(4.5) fi(X) and hex) are not equal almost everywhere for j>i=I,2, "', m with re-
spect to f.1..

Let e(X(n» and e(X(n+l) be the sample information of size n and n+l respectively
generated from X, and let the two decision problems D 1I and D n+l be defined by D1I=
{Do; e(X(n)} and D 1I+1={Do ; e(X(n+l)} respectively. Then we have

(4.6) O~V(X(n+l)I~,W)-V(X(n)I~,W)

<[2CKR(D)1IJiai[j~~1v'~l . ~j(,8ij)1I1,

where C and K are absolute constants defined by (1. 30) and

(4.7)

where X is one dimensional Euclidian space and

(4.8)

where

l;;.",_., ,'.- .~

(4.9)

and

(4.10)

XCl)= {x : fl(Xr~f2(X), fl(X);:;:f3(X),'" and fl(X);:;:fm(x)},

X(2)= {x: f2 (x)>fl(x), f2(X);:;:f3(X) , ." and f2(X);:;:fm(x)} ,

. "" , , " '",.~
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X Cm)= {x: fm(x»f1 (x), fm (X) >f2 (X) , ••• and f ... (x»fm-1(X)}.

REMARK 4.1. Since under the condition (4.5), by Schwarz inequality, we have 0<
f3ij<1 for j>i= 1, 2, ..., m. The theorem 4.2 shows that the marginal information value
of the sample information decreases to zero as the sample size n increases.

Proof of theorem 4.2. From the definition of information amount, we have

(4.11)

Let

(4.12)

and

h=.[(X(n+1) 1~)-I(X(n)I~)

=E[H(~(X(n»J-E[H(~(X(n+1»].

~d1 (x(n» +t;d2(x(n» +···+~mfm(x(n» =f(x(n»

(4.13)

(4.12') t;d1 (x(n+ 1» +t;d2(x(n+ 1» +···+t;mfm(x(n+ 1»
=t;dI (x(n) )f1 (xn+1) +6f2(x(n) )f2(Xn+I) +···+!;mfm(x(n) )fm(Xn+I) =f(x(n+ 1» ~

Then from (4.11) and the definition of H( .), we have

Id=S 5[~dI(x(n»fI(Xn+I) log !;II.{.I (x (n»f1(Xn+I)
XCn) X f(x(n+1» f(x(n+1»

+ [;d2(x(n»f2(xn+l) log t;dI(x(n»fI(xn+1)
f(x(n+ 1» f(x(n+ 1»

+...+ [;mfm(x(n»fm(xn+1) log [;mfm(x(n»fm(xn+l) J
1
, f(x(n+1»dp.n+1

f~~+1» f~~+D) U

-S [[;I~I(x(n» log ~dI(x(n» + ~d2(x(n» log ~d2(x(n»
XCn) f(x(n» f(x(n» f(x(n» f(x(n»

+...+ !;mfm(x(n» log ~mfm(x(n» ]f(x(n»dp.n
f(x(n» f(x(n»

=A1-A2,

where Al and A2 are defined by the context. Since

we can rewrite A 2 as follows:

(4.15)

A =5 S [ ~dI (x(n) )fI (xn+I) log t;dI (x(n»
2 XCn) X f(x(n» f(x(n»

+ t;d2(X (n) )f2(Xn+1) log t;d2(x (n) )
f(x(n» f(x(n»

+...
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+ ~",f",(x(n»f",(x.+1) log ~",f",(x(n» ]f(x(n»dp..+1.
f(x(n» f(x(n»

Then from (4.13) and (4.15), we have

I d =A1-A2

=f J[~f (x(n»f (x )log f(x(n»fl(x.+l)
xc,.) XII 1 .+1 f(x(n+1»

+ c f (x(n»f (x )log f(x(n»f2(x.+I)
'>2 2 2 .+1 f(x(n+1»

+~",f",(x(n»f",(x.+l)logf(f~~{:::-i)t) ]dp..+1.

That is, from (4.12') and (4.16),

S J
t~Ji(x(n»fi(x'+1)

I d=- xc.) x~dl(x(n»fl(x'+1)log i~f(x(n»fI(x'+1) dp.n+1

J S

t~Ji(x(n»fi(x'+I)
- xc.) x~d2x(n»f2(x'+I) log i~f(x(n»f",(x'+1) dp."+I

(4.17)

m

f f
"'L,~Ji(x(n»fi(x'+1)

- xc.) x~",f",(x(n»f2(x'+I)log i~f(x(n»f",(x'+I) dp."+1

=B1+B2+···+B""

where Bh B2, "', B", are defined by the context. Since by Bayes's theorem

~Ji(x(n» /f(x(n» =~i(x(n», i=l, 2, "', m

we can rewrite Bh B2, .. 'and B", as follows:

{4.18)

(4.19)

(4.20)

B1=-S S 6(x(n»fl(x'+I)log[~I(x(n»+~2(x(n» j2~""+J~xc.) x 1 ....+1

+ ••• +e",(x(n» f",(x.+1) ]f(x(n»dp."+I,
fl(X.+l)

B2= -J J~2 (x (n) )f2 (x.+1) log[~1 ( (x (n» jl ~x'+I~
xc.) X 2 X.+l

+~2(x(n»+ ••. +~",(x(n» f",(X.+l) ~f(x(n»dp."+I,
f2(X.+I) J
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+~2(x(n» 12(X"+1) +···+~",(x(n» r/(x(n»d.u,,+l.
1",(x"+1) . D

Now from the definitions of X(I), X (2), "', X{m) given by (4.10), we have followings:

(4.21)

Xm = {x,,+! :

x (2)= {Xn+l :

12(Xn+l) "::::::1
11 (Xn+!) ""'" ,

11 (Xn+l) <1
12(Xn+l) ,

13(x,,+1) "::::::1 ••• and
11(X"+1) ""'" ,

13(Xn+l) ~1, •.• and
h(Xn+l)

(4.22)

X -{x . 11(Xn+l) <1 12(Xn+l) <1 .., and Im-l(Xn+l) <I}.
(m)- n+l' I",(xn+!) 'Im(xn+1)' Im(xn+1)

Then from (4.21) and the fact that each term under the logarithmic operation in Br.
B2, ••• and Bm given by (4.18), (4.19), and (4.20) respectively is non-negative, we
have the following inequalities: For Xn+lEXm, we have

-log[er(x(n»+~2(x(n» 12(xn+l) +'''+~m(x(n» fm(Xn+l) ~
fl (x"'+1) fl (xn+1) ~

=-IOgGl~-log~l (x(n»,

where G1 is defined by the context. For Xn+lEX(2), from (4.21) we have

(4.23)

(4.25)

(4.26)

If we proceed this process succesibly, then we have

(4.24) -logG1~-log(~1(x(n»+.;",(x(n»)for Xn+lEXC"')'

From (4.18), (4.22), (4.23) and (4.24), we have

Bl~-'J ~1 (x(n» log~l(x(n» U I(xn+l) d.u]f(x (n) )dJt"XCn) xcn

= -all [~1(x(n» log~l(x(n» Jf(x(n) )d.u",XCn)

where al is defined by (4.19). By the similar method, we have

B2~-J ~2(x(n» log~2(x(n» U f2 (xn+l) d.u] f(x(n) )d.u"XCn) X(2)

= -a2J [~2 (x(n» log~2(x(n» Jf(x(n) )d.un•XCn)

where a2 is defined by (4.10),'" and

(4.27)
Bm~-J ~m(x(n))log~m(x(n» U fm(xn+1)d.u]f(x(n) )dJL"XCn) X (m)

=-a",f [~m(x(n» log~m(x(n» ] (x(n) )dJt",
XCn)

where am is defined by (4.9).
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Therefore, from (4.17), (4.25), (4.26), (4.27), and the definition of a by (4.8), we
have

Id=B1+B2+· .. +B",

~aLcJ-tl~;(x(n»logMx(n» ]f(x(n»d.un,

that is

(4.28)

Now, in our case, since

Id~aE[H(~(X(n» )J.

(4.29)

by remark

(4.30)

f [f;(x(n) )fi(x(n» i d.un=iIf [fi(Xr)!i(xr)] I d.u= ((3;j) nXCn) ,~1 X

1. 4, (4.28) and (4.29) we have

Id~aCt ";~i' {j(f3ij)n.
i'tJ=l

Then, from (4.4), (4.11) and (4.30), we have

0~R(Dn)-R(Dn+l)=V(X(n+1)I~, W)-V(X(n) I~, W)

~[2CKR(Dn)ii[;~1..;r::r;({3;Y] I

as should be proved.

5. The case in which S is infinite.

Let us suppose that S={s;-oo<s<oo} or an interval. It is now necessary to remark
that as Shannon's measure of information is not invariant under a change of description
of the state space.

First, we shall investigate the uncertainty measure of SES. For example, let Hs)
be uniformly distributed between 0 and b. Then by (1.1) we have H(t;) = 10gb, which
takes on all real values as b ranges over (0, 00). In fact H(~) may be +00 or -00.
As another example, let ~(s) be normally distributed with mean .u and variance a2 such
that -oo<.u<oo and a>O. Then we have

(5.1)

whose values are positive or negative according to a2• By the above two examples, we
know that, H(t;) ~O is not always held. It is well known that H(t;) ~O in the case
where S is finite.

Next, let us investigate the quantity, M(X(n) It;) which is defined by

(5.2) M(X (n) It;) =E[H(t; (X(n») J= -Sff(x (n» t;Cx(n» log(t; (x (n» )dUx(n).

For example, let us suppose that Xl> X2, ••• , X n is a random sample from a normal distri
bution with an unknown value of the mean S and a specified value of the variance r2•
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:Suppose also that the prior distribution of S, ~(s), is a normal distribution with mean
j.t and variance (J2. Then the posterior distribution of S when Xi=Xi (i=l, "', n) is a

normal distribution with mean p.' and precision ---\-+-4-, where /1-' p.q2+ nx(n)r
2

(J r r 2+n(J2

[5J. By (5. 2), we can easily have

(5.3) M(X(n)l~)=12Iog{21te (J22
r2 2}

no +r

By (5.3), we know that M(X(n) I~)~O is not always held. But by theorem 1.3 we
know that M(X(n) I~)~O in the case when S is finite. By the above two results, we
know that our results in section 1 cannot be generalized to the case where the set of
possible values of S is i.n1ini.te.

REMARK 5. 1. Information amount which is defined by (1. 5) can give some guiding
rules for the Bayes decision in the case where the set of possible values of S is infinite
,[5J, [7J.
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